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à®…à®•à¯à®©à®¿: Agni in Tamil, Tamil Sri Vatsan.n Agni: Vedic Ritual of the Fire Altar (set of 2 large volumes with 2
CDs). In all language versions of the Vedic ritual, the original text is used, without changes. Volume 1 (114-day course)
describes the procedure for planting and watering, as well as the rotation of the four celestial plant species. The 2nd (277-day
program) describes the practice of rita: the creation and daily ceremonial session (typing, mantra recitation, water intake, dhow
sound session. The daily asana system combined with the riti ritual is an example of a return to the original traditions.
Everything must be well balanced. Agni Vatsan Volume 2 (561 day video) includes an overview, description and grammar of the
Sanskrit and Tamil languages â€‹â€‹combined with many additional episodes including a discussion of Sanskrit and Tamil.
Versatility: Attention to internal aspects and synthesis: The 2nd edition of Agni (volume) is an adapted edition of the original
edition (Agni: Vedic Ritual in the Canons). He asserts the superiority of the Vedic tradition over Hinduism, Buddhism and other
religious movements. The first volume of Agni presents basic practices, a description of the symbolism, Ayurvedic
recommendations, as well as related texts. The author began by examining three texts, two of which have come down to us
incompletely, namely Agni Shatrupira and Anushtivaramansuvadhitasana (Skt. "Gate of the Horse") on which the entire work of
this work is based. Based on these three texts, the author created the final version of the text Agni Vajra (Sant. "Royal Throne")
of the 2nd volume of Agni - a translation of the first version of this mantra, made by Risha Srivastava and published in 1998.
The second volume focuses on the reform of the classical Agni, as a result of which it became more efficient, streamlined and
harmonious than its predecessor: its texts Agni Sharpapilig (San. "Father Horse" and Agni Jatrapadhivehambhi # ## Sanskrit
word means fire and means the god of fire in Hinduism.n He is also the guardian deity of the southeast direction and is
commonly found .s in the countries of Southeast Asia, in the form of various figurines and statuettes, in Christian churches and
houses. mHe is also the god of navigation and fire at the same time. IV The following table contains information on the many
guardian gods that match the character or letter of the name: 1. Mara the'ghana It should be noted here that Mera is also a male
name, and its meaning in translation into English can be translated as death, that is, it is a totem of death. 2. Brighas This name
means "life" in the Darian Empire and he was also considered a protector god and god of war in the Darian Empire, and this god
in the form of a man is also often found in Hinduism. For this reason, it was generally believed that he is depicted in the form of
a warrior in armor. 3.Tweedledum This god is a symbol of laughter, laughter used as a weapon. An angry tiger, depicted as
Tweedledum, is usually the personification of strength. 4. Kurshava Translated into Russian, this word means "intestinal
disorder", which can be interpreted as the god of diseases, ailments and weakness. Although his name is not translated into
Russian, in India he is usually depicted as a man who is surrounded by his suffering. 5.Timris theƅsvasavo Although the name of
this god may be associated with the worship of a lazy god, God Tweedle is also often mentioned in Indian literature. It also helps
to live in suffering. 6.Trail theŐsalasva It is worth noting here that if the god Trailla is depicted as a man in armor, this may
indicate his connection with Venus. 7.Kripa theŵsrishala This deity is also a symbol of the season. 8.Geda the)ŏsvabh This deity
is usually depicted with two bulls, and its name in Sanskrit means "to be in place."This is the totem of the west wind. He was
especially often portrayed in Delhi. 9. Camara His name is of Sanskrit origin.
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